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The purpose of this study was to investigate various ion exchange resins as disintegrant 
for tablet formulation. Ten types of ion exchange resins, Amberlite® IRP64, Amberlite® IRP69, Dowex®

88, Dowex® retardion, Dowex® 50Wx2-200, Dowex® 50Wx4-200, Dowex® 50Wx8-200, Dowex® 1x2-
200, Dowex® 1x4-200 and Dowex® 1x8-200 were investigated. Sodium starch glycolate (SSG), which is 
commonly used as superdisintegrant, was chosen as positive control. In this work, all tablet formulations 
with and without model drugs (dextromethorphan hydrobromide, DMP and diclofenac sodium, DCN) 
were prepared by direct compression, and then their physical properties, i.e. hardness, thickness, 
diameter, friability including disintegration time of tablets and their dissolution were evaluated. Among 
the resins, Amberlite® IRP64, Amberlite® IRP69 and Dowex® 1x2-200 provided the tablets with sufficient 
hardness, suitable friability and short disintegration time.  According to swelling study, the disintegrating 
effect of the resins might be attributed to couple mechanisms of their swelling and wicking (capillary) 
properties. These three resins were chosen as disintegrant for further study on the factors affecting the 
physical properties such as the amount of resin, compression pressure and type of diluent. The results 
showed that the hardness decreased with an increase of the amount of resin as disintegrant. 
Consequently, the excess amount of resin might cause poor stability of tablets due to higher friability. In 
addition, an increase in hardness resulted from an increase in compression pressure. This contributed 
to the longer disintegration time. Nonetheless, the higher compression pressure had no an influence on 
the tablets containing Dowex® 1x2-200. Type of diluents (dibasic calcium phosphate, DCP, spray dried 
lactose, SDL, microcrystalline cellulose, MCC and spray dried rice starch, SDRS) also had an effect on 
the disintegrant properties of these resins. MCC provided the highest hardness, whereas the hardness 
of SDRS and SDL tablets were higher than that of DCP tablet. However, the disintegration time of these 
tablets differed from each other depending on type of resins. When prepared as tablet formulations of  
DMP and DCN, freely and poorly water soluble model drugs respectively, the physical properties of 
resultant tablets using Amberlite® IRP64 and Dowex® 1x2-200 as disintegrants were comparable to 
those using SSG. In the case of DMP, the disintegration time of these tablets was ranked as follows; 
Amberlite® IRP64 (25.92 ± 1.73 sec) > SSG (16.25 ± 0.45 sec) > Dowex® 1x2-200 (8.00 ± 1.04 sec). 
The rapid released rate of DMP was found in all formulations. The fastest release rate was observed in 
tablet containing Dowex®1x2-200. In addition, the released amount of DMP from tablets containing 
Amberlite® IRP64 was obviously lower than others. As with DCN, the hardness and disintegration times 
of tablets containing the three resins were ranked in agreement with DMP. However, the extent of drug 
released from tablets containing Dowex® 1x2-200 was considerably lower than that of tablets containing 
SSG and Amberlite® IRP64. In addition, the release profile between DMP and DCN were highly 
different. As expect, the cumulative release and rate of freely water soluble drug, DMP, was higher than 
that of poor water soluble drug, DCN. These results demonstrated that the dissolution of drug from the 
tablets containing those resins dramatically depended on the type of resins and solubility of drugs. 
Finally, it could be concluded that ion exchange resins, if appropriately selected, could be a new 
disintegrant alternatively usable in tablet formulation.  
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